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3 Stabilization Scheme 

3.1 Overview 

 

The overview of the algorithm is discussed in this section. A detailed explanation 

about each step is available in the following section.  

 

The overall research is based on following key concepts which are also the basis for 

most of the existing video stabilization solutions. 

• In the absence of blurring, unwanted movements of the camera do not modify 

the individual frame content, but only shift and rotate the image. 

• Intentional motion, such as zooming the image, panning, translational or dolly 

motion with respect to the scene, is slow and smooth compared with unwanted 

camera movements.  

 

Based on above concepts, following algorithm was formulated which consists of four 

main steps as listed below. Most of the exiting video stabilization systems apply 

atleast some of these steps in their algorithms but implementations used for each step 

are very much different to each other. 

 

1. Measure the transformations between adjacent frames  

Main objective of this phase is to finally calculate actual camera motions 

between consecutive frames.  

2. Estimate the desired camera movements in the absence of camera jitter.  

3. Compensation of each frame for unwanted motion.  

4. Reconstruction of undefined regions  

Undefined regions in certain frames after correcting the camera movements 

are reconstructed. 

Table 1 Algorithm overview 
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3.2 Step 1 - Measure the transformations between adjacent 

frames 

 

Main objective of this phase is to finally calculate actual camera motions between 

consecutive frames. One of the best ways to find the camera movement between two 

adjacent frames is to analyze the movement of some identified points in each frame.  

 

Two main classes of motion estimation methods are traditionally distinguished: the 

optical flow based and the local feature based techniques. Powerful algorithms are 

available in both classes. 

 

The feature based techniques [11] extract local regions of interest (features) from the 

images and identify the corresponding features in each image of the sequence. Such 

algorithms have initially been developed for tracking a small number of salient 

features in long image sequences. The tracking process can be divided into two major 

subtasks: feature extraction and feature tracking. One can extract features only in the 

first image and search for the same features in the subsequent images. 

 

Shi and Tomasi algorithm has been used in the project to get the best feature set to 

track while Pyramidal Lucas Kanade Optical Flow algorithm tracks the feature 

movement between frames. Optical flow is based on the assumptions that objects in 

the image at time t will generally still be in the image at time t+1 and will only be 

displaced inside the image which is true for the consecutive frames of a video. In 

addition Lucas Kande algorithm expects an additional constraint that the pixel’s 

neighbours have the same horizontal and vertical velocity  which is also true for most 

common cases. Frame movements are tracked using the set of features identified in 

two adjacent frames and therefore selecting good set of features is very important for 

the accuracy of the flow calculation. It is clear that good features constitute those with 

large spatial gradients in two orthogonal directions. Thomasi suggests that a 

reasonable criterion for feature selection is for the minimum eigenvalue of the spatial 

gradient matrix to be not less than some value. This ensures that the matrix is well 

conditioned and above the noise level of the image so that its inverse does not 

unreasonably amplify possible noise in a certain critical direction, i.e., there are 
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sufficient spatial gradients in two orthogonal directions[21]. Once these features are 

located, the Lucas-Kanade optical flow algorithm can be applied. Both of these 

algorithms are well reputed methods for the purpose they have been used in the 

research and the relevent concepts have been mathematicaly proven. 

  

The basic assumption for the optical flow calculation is that of the conservation of 

pixel intensity. It is assumed that the intensity, or color, of the objects has not changed 

significantly between the two frames and this assumption should be valid for all the 

videos processed by this methodology.  

 

The concept that has been used in the research approximates the motion of objects 

within a visual representation. The difference is that true physical motion in the world 

of objects is not always reflected in gray value or color changes in the corresponding 

images, and gray value changes are not always due to motion of objects. However this 

approximation on motion gets from Optical flow is accurate enough for the purpose it 

has been used in this research. 

 

 Below algorithm (table 2) describes overall methodology used in phase 1 and steps 3, 

4 and 5 are based on the following concept. For a single object inside a frame, all the 

feature points belonging to the object should move together and therefore should have 

common displacement between two consecutive frames. According to this logic, it 

should be possible to identify different objects in a scene based on movement of 

feature points. Based on the assumption that background covers the most of the area 

of the scene (i.e. Background as the largest object), it should be having the largest set 

of feature points with equal displacement. This behavior also could be observed in 

large set of samples I have attempted. This concept provides the necessary basis to 

isolate the background features in a frame. 

 

It is also rational to use the displacement of background features as an indicator to 

represent relative movement of the frame. Calculating absolute frame movement by 

recursively applying relative movement of adjacent frames as described in algorithm 

is mathematically acceptable. 
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1. Select a frame and get the best feature set using “Shi and Tomasi 

algorithm” 

2. Find the optical flow between selected frame and the adjustent 

frames using “Pyramidal Lucas Kanade Optical Flow”. This will 

provide how the the selected feature set is located in the 

consecutive frame.   

3. Next step is to identify the feature points that belongs to the 

background. This was done by first grouping the feature points 

base on their displacement between pages. Feature group with 

highest number of element is considered as features that belongs 

to the background. This techneque is based on the assumption 

that background covers most of the area of the image which is 

true for most of the videos.  

4. Find a common value to represent the location of frame. This was 

done by calcualting the average displacement of backgound 

feature group.  

5. Calculate an absoute value that represent each frame’s location 

based on first frame of the video sequence. This calculation is 

performed based on relative displacement we get in step 4 above 

and absolute cordinates we have already calcualted for previous 

frame in ealier iteration. 

Table 2 Algorithm - Measure the transformations between adjacent frames 
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This algorithm above formulated during this research work is performed on each 

frame in video frame set sequentially starting from the first frame. It uses only grey 

level information of one colour for all the processing described earlier.  

 

3.3 Step 2 - Estimation of desired camera movements 

 

Regression analysis is one of the very reputed concepts to find best fitted curve that is 

guided through set of points.  This concept was used here to remove lack of 

uniformity in the frame movement which was very successful after attempting it for 

various video streams. The main logic behind the decision was that each frame is 

captured in constant time intervals and therefore horizontal or vertical component of 

the video can be plotted against the time which can be represented by gradually 

increasing number sequence.   

 

Several theories explain the mechanism underlying human perception and perceptual 

stability. Human visual system is sensitive to real motion i.e movement of an object 

through all intermediate points in space. Human brain implements perception of real 

motion by specific cells in the visual cortex. These cells respond to some motions and 

not to others and each cell respond best to one direction and speed of motion. 

Presence of specialized motion cells provides a possible explanation for an important 

phenomenon in the study of real motion; selective adaptation. Selective adaption is 

loss of sensitivity to motion that occurs when we view motion; the adaptation is 

selective in that we loose sensitivity to the motion viewed and to similar motions but 

not to motions that differ significantly in direction or speed.[25] 

 

It is shown that adaption is selective to the perceived motion. However, when the 

perceived motion during adaptation was relatively unstable ( i.e when the perceiving 

motion was more likely to spontaneously change directions ) similar levels of 

adaptation were obtained for perceived as well as unperceived, but possible motion 

directions. Thus, adaptation occurs prior to the determination of which of the 

competing motion direction will be perceived. The relationship between the stability 

of the adapting percept and selectivity of adaptation is explained in terms of 
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differences in the activation of mutually inhibitory horizontal and vertical motion 

directions.[26] 

 

According to the above theory we feel a video is stable when scene shown in each 

frames has smooth flow over the time and sudden deviation in the flow is perceived as 

camera vibration.  Therefore if graph represents flow of scene taken from each frame, 

any sudden deviations indicate undesirable camera movement and can be corrected by 

bringing it to normal position of the graph. 

  

So the whole concept built up in this step is based on human perception of video 

stabilization blended with mathematical concepts rather than a total mathematical 

theorem. 

 

The detail algorithm on removing horizontal and vertical undesirable movements 

using non-linear regression analysis is described below. 

 

 

1. Regression analysis is done for absolute horizontal movement of frames 

against array of sequence that gradually increases. The output of the 

regression analysis is horizontal frame movements after removing uneven 

camera movements. 

2. To smooth out the vertical movements, another regression analysis is 

carried out for absolute vertical frame movements against corrected 

horizontal movement. 

 

Table 3 Algorithm - Estimate the desired camera movements 

 

Each step above has been explained in detail below.  

 

If analyze the horizontal camera movement against the time axis, unevenlities in the 

movements in this direction is very disagreeable to watch. Regression analysis has 

been used to smooth such movement. If the movements in this direction happen 
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almost evenly, we can say it does not have unwanted movements in horizontal 

direction. 

Uneven Vertical frame movements are removed by considering frame movement in 

this direction relative to the smooth horizontal movement. 

 

If the regression analysis is performed for entire set of data in single iteration, that 

will remove lot of movements in the video stream that may not be desirable to the 

user. Therefore user has been provided the ability to control the data chunk size to be 

used for the regression analysis which enables him to determine desirable level of 

camera movement to be preserved in the video. 

 

The algorithm that has been used to avoid propagation of errors over complete output 

dataset using iterative regression analysis is described in detail below. 

Let chunkSize represent the size of the data set processed in each iteration. 

GlobleInputArray contains the set of data to be smoothed out. GlobleOutputArray 

hold output data of the process. TempOutputArray keeps the temporary output data 

for the iteration. 

 

 

For all the data in GlobleInputArray 

{ 

Get chunkSize of data  from GlobleInputArray starting from (index of last data item 

processed in previous iteration – chunckSize/2 )  

Apply Regression Analysis for this data set and get result TempOutputArray 

Update GlobleOutputArray  for each data item in  TempOutputArray such that 

 { 

For each output data item in GlobleOutputArray starting from (index of last data item 

processed in previous iteration – chunckSize/2 ) upto (index of last data item 

processed in previous iteration) 

{ 

Update GlobleOutputArray with average of (previous regression output and 

regression output of current iteration ) 

} 
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For others data items update globelOutputArray with tempOutputArray 

} 

} 

Table 4 Algorithm – Iterative Regression Analysis 

 

Example: Graph below illustrates the output of this algorithm. 

 

Figure 1 Regression analysis to smooth out the camera movement. 

[original is in colour] 

Green line represents actually horizontal movement of the camera. Red line shows the 

estimated horizontal movement after applying regression analysis which will be used 

to remove unwanted camera movement. 

 

 

3.4 Step3 - Compensation of each frame for unwanted motion 

 

Each frame is adjusted according to the information collected in Step 1 and Step 2. 

Difference between actual and estimated value for both Vertical and Horizontal 



 

 

movements are used for this adjustment. When creating the new videos, frame content 

are written with the relevant adjustments to the new video.

 

Example: 

Figure 2 Adjusting frame to remove unwanted movement.

[original is in colour] 

 

3.5 Step4 - Reconstruction of undefined regions

 

In output image construction process, if there is very high unexpected movement in 

the vertical or horizontal 

gives the user perception that unusually fast event is happening bit slow

event happened in 2 frames duration is now happening in 3 frames duration. In 

addition, extra frame gives the user more information to see what it is happening 

because of intermediate frame having transitional information.

 

Output image construction process

which contains information most relevant to given point in time. If that information is 

not available, previous images are quarried giving more priority to the recent images. 

Instead of relying on single 

concept called temporal averaging is used to produce a more accurate image. This 
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movements are used for this adjustment. When creating the new videos, frame content 

ith the relevant adjustments to the new video. 

Adjusting frame to remove unwanted movement. 

Reconstruction of undefined regions 

In output image construction process, if there is very high unexpected movement in 

the vertical or horizontal direction, a new frame being inserted between two frames 

gives the user perception that unusually fast event is happening bit slowly

vent happened in 2 frames duration is now happening in 3 frames duration. In 

addition, extra frame gives the user more information to see what it is happening 

because of intermediate frame having transitional information. 

Output image construction process first searches the pixel data in the current frame 

which contains information most relevant to given point in time. If that information is 

not available, previous images are quarried giving more priority to the recent images. 

Instead of relying on single frame to construct undefined areas, image processing 

concept called temporal averaging is used to produce a more accurate image. This 

movements are used for this adjustment. When creating the new videos, frame content 

 

In output image construction process, if there is very high unexpected movement in 

, a new frame being inserted between two frames 

ly because the 

vent happened in 2 frames duration is now happening in 3 frames duration. In 

addition, extra frame gives the user more information to see what it is happening 

first searches the pixel data in the current frame 

which contains information most relevant to given point in time. If that information is 

not available, previous images are quarried giving more priority to the recent images. 

frame to construct undefined areas, image processing 

concept called temporal averaging is used to produce a more accurate image. This 
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helps to eliminate defects added in undefined region construction process due to 

misalignment in images. However this sometime degrades the sharpness of the image. 

 

Special averaging is applied to the output image along the edges of current frame to 

eliminate any sharp intensity variations possible in overlapped frame boundaries. 

 

Details on reconstructions of undefined regions by using the content in adjacent 

frames are described below. 

 

 

1. An FIFO queue of images (called imageCache ) is maintained to speed up 

the image construction process which acts as the cache for recently used 

images. At each step (currentFrame + Constant) frame is added to the 

cache which causes the last image to drop from the cache. 

2. If adjustment is too large, insert a new intermediate frame as below. 

If estimated adjustment > constant threshold 

Consider two adjustment differences, (actual difference) /2 and (actual 

difference) and do following operations for each case. 

3. Fill the pixels in output image as below. 

For each pixel in output image  

currentPix = 0 

   For each frame in imageCache from currentFrame  upto oldest frame in 

cache 

 If pixel value is defined in currentFrame, use that value. 

else 

       If the pixel value available in Frame under processing,  

     add the pixel value to currentPix 

       move to next image. 

  Pixel Value = currentPix/number of frames having this pixel value. 

4. Fill any undefined pixels in output image using the future frames as 
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below.  

For each undefined pixel in output image  

currentPix = 0 

   For each frame in imageCache from currentFrame + 1 upto latest 

frame in cache 

       Check for the availability of relevant pixel in the image.  

       If available, add the pixel value to currentPix.  

       Move to next image. 

  Pixel Value = currentPix/(number of frames having this pixel value) 

5. For the each pixel in output image along the vertical and horizontal 

boundary of currentFrame do the special averaging as below.  

Replace the boundary pixel value with  

(¼ of pixel value taken from other images adjacent to the boundary + ½ 

of pixel value at the boundary that belongs to current image + ¼ of pixel 

value next to the boundary that belongs to current image)  

6. Write the image content to the output video stream. 

 

 

Table 5 Algorithm - Reconstruction of undefined regions 

 

 

Above algorithm has to be applied to each frame in the input video stream. Number of 

adjacent frames used for reconstructing undefined areas has huge impact on time 

taken for the complete process. This algorithm is adapted from typical image mosaic 

concepts in such a way to minimize processing and memory requirement so that it can 

be used for this video processing application.   
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3.5.1 Achieving higher accuracy 

 

 

Research attempt was made to improve the accuracy of undefined area reconstruction 

process which is described below but it is not part of current version due to very high 

processing time requirements. 

 

Even though one figure is calculated to represent frame movement, it may not be very 

accurate because there can be small movement among objects inside the frame and 

therefore when super impose consecutive frames, there can be minor mismatching. 

This effect can be minimized by dividing the image into strips vertically & 

horizontally and finding the best position of each stripe that has minimum intensity 

error between current frame and frame under processing. Error is calculated using all 

three colours for better accuracy, and using the 9 pixels (extra eight pixels around 

selected point) to avoid any dependency on single pixel value. In addition 4 points 

that are far apart are considered in each stripe to eliminate errors that can occurs due 

to choosing a point on moving object in the scene( As such point may not be suitable 

to represent location of the stripe).  Only two corners having minimum errors are 

considered and other two are discarded to avoid adding errors to the figure calculated 

in this step. This process is done for 25 pixels and is capable of discovering any 

misalignment up to 2 pixels in any direction. Output image quality that can be 

achieved without this process is acceptable enough in most occasions compared to the 

time required for this process and as a result this part was dropped from the research. 

 

 

The complete algorithm tried in this attempt is as described below. 
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Figure 3 Calculating Stripe position 

[original is in colour] 

 

Each frame before & after the current frame is divided into 3 stripes vertically and 

horizontally. Get the overlapping rectangle of each stripe with current frame and find 

the corners of the rectangle inside overlapped rectangle that is 10 pixels less in size (5 

in each direction). Get the coordinates of the corners of new rectangle. Use the 9 pixel 

operator with center pixel as a corner of the rectangle and calculate the intensity error 

for each corner using below equation. 
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��1
�� – Intensity value of Red colour at pixel i of Frame 1. 
��0
�� – Intensity value of Red colour at pixel i of Frame 0. 
 

Equation 1 - Least error equation 
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Get the two corners having least errors and get the total of it. Move the rectangle 2 

pixels left, right, up and down and do the calculation repeatedly and find the total 

error in each position. Get the position having least error in 25 possibilities and use it 

to position the selected stripe precisely. 

  


